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Editorial
Rays of hope have appeared. By the time this edition appears, schools will have
re-opened their doors and the first tentative steps taken to renewing social
contact. The weeks since Christmas have been hard going for all generations, not
least for those parents trying to home-school children, while focusing on their
own jobs and livelihoods, and also for children denied the company of friends
(see page 12). For older generations it has been the spectacular success of the
vaccine programme which has brought hope. And as we responded to our letters
and text messages, dutifully entering the council offices to receive our Pfizer or
AstraZeneca, it has been the sight of all those wonderful volunteers and health
professionals which has raised our spirits. (See page opposite)
The late and much mourned Captain Sir Tom Moore lived his life by the maxim
that ‘tomorrow will be a good day’. The same sentiments were expressed by the
Victorian poet Arthur Hugh Clough, whose poem ‘Say not the struggle naught
availeth’ was quoted by Winston Churchill in the dark days of 1940. Stoicism,
fortitude and patience have been demanded of us, helped by the strong
community spirit which has been so in evidence. We can perhaps now allow
ourselves to embrace hope.
Say not the struggle naught availeth,
The labour and the wounds are vain,
The enemy faints not, nor faileth,
And as things have been, things remain.
For while the tired waves, vainly breaking,
Seem her no painful inch to gain,
Far back through creeks and inlets making
Comes silent, flooding in, the main.
And not by eastern windows only,
When daylight comes, comes in the light,
In front the sun climbs slow, how slowly,
But westward, look, the land is bright.
An Editor
Cover picture: Local children having fun in the woods. Photograph by Stella
Scordellis, SMS Creative Photography, smscreativephotography.co.uk
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Vaccination Day!
Vaccination
Day!
In early January my husband and I were delighted to receive the call to come
for our first vaccinations. On a Saturday morning we were greeted at the
entrance to the Council Offices by an Oxted School pupil who took our
temperatures. She said she had volunteered because she hopes to become a
doctor. We were then directed to the desk to check in, with dates of birth, and
given a card with the batch number on it and told firmly not to lose it. At this
point we realised we were to receive the Pfizer jab. More volunteers led us to
one of five or so vaccination bays where very cheerful staff swiftly
administered the vaccine. I was amused to find that an ex-pupil from the school
where I used to work was to administer mine. “I never thought I would stick a
needle in you” she said! Labels were stuck on our coats with a permitted
leaving time. This was to make sure that we did not have a sudden reaction to
the vaccine. More cheerful helpers checked our times and then let us leave to
await the second dose in 12 weeks’ time. The whole atmosphere had been
happy and friendly and many thanks go to the Health Centre staff and the
volunteers.
Daphne Mackay
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Volunteering for Vaccinations
Local people have undoubtedly helped with the
successful vaccination campaign by volunteering
Since early January I have been working shifts as
a Volunteer Outside Marshall at the Oxted
Vaccination Centre down at the Council Offices.
I have often experienced very cold temperatures
and heavy rain but every shift has passed so
quickly, with so much positivity and gratitude
and huge excitement that the day has come for
those with appointments.
All the volunteers are asked to arrive about half
an hour before we go on duty to carry out a
lateral flow test to check we are all testing
negative for Covid-19.
Once the tests are
complete we are handed a hi-vis jacket and then
assigned our marshalling point for the shift.
On the shifts in early January we helped older
residents in their 90s and 80s. Many told me
they hadn’t left their homes since last March and
in some cases had not even spoken to other people
in person throughout that time either. Quite a few were dressed very smartly,
excited at last about having a very positive reason to leave their houses and
venture out.
Recently it has been the turn of those with underlying health
issues; again the relief expressed by them knowing that they will soon be
protected from becoming extremely ill from the virus has been so apparent and
so rewarding to see.
Whilst those of us outside try to ensure that the people arriving for their
vaccination with their carers are well-informed and reassured, inside the
building the process runs like a an incredibly slick military operation whilst
still ensuring everyone is looked after and feels safe and reassured throughout.
My hat goes off to everyone from the Oxted Health Centre for their amazing
work to set this up and facilitate the offering of a vaccination to so many of our
residents in such a smooth and efficient way.
I have felt so grateful to be able to play my part in helping the country navigate
its way out of this turbulent year and I am so proud to be part of such an
incredible team effort here in Oxted to help us move into a new freedom.
Jacqui Hudson
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Doing the Jabs!
Tired of all the ongoing
restrictions and moaning
about Covid, I decided to
try and help with the
herculean task of
Vaccinating Britain. I was
surprised that I could
actually administer the jab
(with extensive training); I
thought that I would be
marshalling patients to the
correct place and attending
to them afterwards, in a
non medical way. Anyway,
I was thrilled to be able to
pick up an entirely new
skill and play a significant
role in helping the NHS
deliver the Vaccine(s).
Luckily, during the many weeks of Home Education, I was able to give up
my mornings to assist my eleven year old. (See page 13 for other home
learner helpers.) With my two university children and sixth former also at
home, things were busier on the food, laundry and general organising/
tidying fronts. It meant that I had to undertake the twenty plus Online
learning hours in the evenings and then over Half Term.
The St John Online training modules were easier than the NHS ones but
you were continuously assessed so you couldn’t half listen and then read up
on the information! You had to pass above 80 per cent and some of the
information seemed far off the specific knowledge required to be a
Vaccinator. You were essentially becoming a St John representative so they
demanded, for example, that you were fully versed on Safeguarding
Knowledge of all the Child Protection acts even though the Vaccine is
administered to over 18 year olds. It certainly was a clunky web site and at
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times my eyes were aching as some modules took over an hour and a half
with a fairly challenging test at the end. I did sympathise with my kids;
you can only take so much of Online learning. It is so much more intense
than absorbing it through an interactive teacher.
The NHS modules required me to go back to my ‘A’ level Biology to
comprehend and pass the tests. Most interesting were the explanations on
how the two current Vaccines were tested, how they work and prep for any
medical reactions. They are obviously proven safe, but just in case.
The final part of the course was an all day Practical in London. The
Freemasons had lent one of their HQs for this purpose. St John have very
high standards so we practised the whole procedure on each other using
dummy skin.
It was interesting that I was by far the oldest volunteer by 25 years or so.
The majority were young furloughed people aged about 24 plus years, or
their companies or employer Councils had suggested they come forward to
volunteer. I came forward because my neighbour is a St John Trainer
himself.
I have been posted to a mass Vaccine centre at the Selhurst Park Football
stadium. I will not start until about April when a lot of the nurses will
resume their normal roles and when the number requiring vaccination will
start going up when we get to the younger age groups. I have to do at least
two eight hour shifts twice a month and can expect to be still vaccinating in
October. Maybe next year too for certain groups, who knows. I am waiting
for my second reference to be cleared and an Enhanced DBS check
processed. The application in itself was lengthy and requires all sorts of
supporting documents.
I can’t wait to start as I feel thoroughly prepared and should be able to
manage any questions well. On day one, I will practise again with five or so
dummy injections and then I will be supervised for about another five before
taking full responsibility for injecting someone – known as a ‘Citizen’ in St
John speak. Rather nice way to describe someone who will be as excited as
me. Hopefully, they will feel like a caring and considerate professional has
treated them.
Elise Claringbull
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People Property Places

A winning match

For Sales or Lettings
contact us today
T: 01883 712 375
E: oxted@jackson-stops.co.uk
W: jackson-stops.co.uk
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Challengers and Rewards of Home Schooling
(Two parents with two small boys at Limpsfield Infants School)
Let’s start with the challenges, not
just because they are numerous, but
because we can at least end on a
positive note! In mine and my
wife’s case, we are both working,
or attempting to work, full time and
have two vivacious 5 and 6 year old
boys (year R and year 2).
First up, there is the juggling.

Fenced Off!

Who is on what video call? Are they on mute? Why is Xander’s battery only
16%? Oscar, how have you managed to switch to YouTube dinosaur
Type toDamn,
enter text
videos...AGAIN!?
Xander wasn’t on mute. When is the next session?
Have I got time for a shower? Why is our WIFI so rubbish? Is there any
paper in the `printer?...Oh, I think I have a meeting now…
Then there are the battles.
Come on Xander, only 5 questions left, you answered the first one really well.
No, you can’t have a snack now, you only just had breakfast. Please do your
phonics session Oscar, it’s only 10 mins (quiet prayer: God give me 10
mins!). What the hell, you can watch Number Blocks after one more
question.
There are moments of genuine pride and astonishment too when they do
complete a tricky worksheet or draw something that really does resemble
what it is meant to. And of course there is the bittersweet sound of laughter
with their friends, that they miss more than anything, not least because
Daddy doesn’t laugh at all their “jokes”. Therein lies the rub; young children
are meant to be with their pack, learning, experimenting, getting things
wrong. Not stuck at home, with two frazzled parents, trying to be all things to
all people. We are fortunate though; after a hard day we always get outside
and go for walks. This is often where the best learning takes place; for our
boys, as we chat about goodness knows what (and it really can be anything!)
and for us, as we get to spend beautiful time with them at their most curious.
It is this that I will miss when we return to normal life.
Julian Hull
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Clapping for Nothing!
She could hear the clapping for the NHS from her house in
Limpsfield Chart. Now she is very cross!
I have worked with in the NHS for 35
years, joining at 17 as a student nurse. I was
extremely disappointed last weekend to
hear of the proposed nursing pay rise. It’s
important to state up front that I have never
yet met anyone who has entered the nursing
profession for financial reward; nursing is
a true vocation. So why has the reaction to
the announcement made by the Secretary of
State for Health and Social Care been so
fierce? Almost everyone working in
healthcare has worked many additional
unpaid hours in the last year. All healthcare
staff are burnt out, many have already left the NHS and indeed nursing for
good. We have seen things in the last year that we will never forget. Many
have not been able to visit their families, some have even needed to live
separately from their husbands, wives and children when their loved ones
have been required to shield just so that they can continue to go to work.
Some have paid the ultimate price with their lives. At the hospital where I
work several of our nursing colleagues have died after contracting Covid.
In the last week alone we have lost two more. I cannot describe the sense of
pride that our nurses felt when the streets of London burst into claps and
pan banging back during the first wave. For nurses now to talk of strikes is
almost unheard of but it is so disappointing to see how crest fallen they are.
So what does the pay award actually mean for nurses? A Ward Manager
(aka Sister/Charge Nurse) would be a band 7 nurse, who would be
responsible on average for a for a 30 bedded ward and a workforce of up
40-50 staff. Even after 7 years of service at that grade the 1% rise would
mean a rise of just under £500 per year. Once tax is paid this actually adds
up to approximately £1.50 per week, excluding inflation! I think that is an
insult, which not even buy a coffee. Most would have accepted the
explanation that Covid has cost millions and that there is no money to give
a pay rise; it would been easier to swallow for most. As a senior NHS
manager I will very firmly stand behind my nursing colleagues if they
choose to strike.
Jane Fisher
General Manager, Renal &Transplant Service
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Working through Covid
Nearly five million people are waiting for treatment
as the NHS struggles with Covid. A local doctor explains.
As doctors we are used to dealing
with knowns. We can now map the
human body down to the smallest
component part and hence with a bit
of application can work through
how almost any disease process will
behave. But with Covid we faced a
whole new challenge. Never had
any of us seen a disease so diverse.
It was early March when we first
started seeing cases, actually that
was when we recognised what it
was. I saw my first case in
December but didn’t know what it
was then! Reports started to flood
the media regarding the situation
unravelling in Lombardy, a part of Dr. Jane Evans in her daily garb
Italy with one of the most advanced health care systems in the world hence
fear genuinely ripped through us. Within weeks we were overwhelmed
with people, both young and old, fit and healthy and frail needing
admission. Sadly many of our friends, family and colleagues were among
these numbers. We knew that we rapidly needed to do something different,
we were running out of space and staff to provide care to everyone who
needed it. We were also under supplied. At first I was buying our gloves
and masks from the local B&Q.
During this time I was so often asked by people outside of the NHS, ‘what
is it really like?’ I have used terms like pressured and unprecedented but
that did not do justice to the reality. Mid-March we had effectively
redesigned the whole hospital, abandoning the specialty based system for a
Covid status segregated system. We needed to draft in help from other
doctors who didn’t usually work as physicians, to lead the many additional
Covid wards; surgeons for example whose skills are clearly designed for
something quite different and who would usually call us if any patient was
breathless. We feared that we would face a shortage of Intensive Care
14
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Learning with bounce

Our curriculum is well-balanced, free-ranging and innovative.
It embraces new learning opportunities like Robotics, Forensic
Science and Forest Skills. That’s why our children arrive at school
with a spring in their step.
Jump for joy at our next Open Morning
For dates and details, please see the school website

The alphabest of Ha-zelwood
www.hazelwoodschool.co.uk or contact Nick Tappin 01883 733841
@HazelwoodSchoolOxted l @hazelwoodschooloxted

t @HazelwoodOxted

beds and as a consequence were required to make very definitive
decisions within the first meeting with each patient with respect to how
far we would go in terms of treatment. Often the sheer volume of patients
was difficult to manage; at my hospital at peak we admitted 50-60 people
per day with Covid, many of who were gravely unwell, whilst
simultaneously sending many terrified people home who did not need to
be admitted. With the need to utilise all available space and manpower
needed to close outpatients and operating theatres. We were cognisant that
it would not only be the people who contracted Covid who fall victim to
this disease. The collateral damage would be large. We needed to use a
system of prioritisation, all non-Covid patients were prioritised based on
how quickly they would come to harm if they didn’t have surgery/
treatment. This was uncharted territory, we all expect the NHS to be there
for us when we need it. We were aware that we were learning as we went
and that undoubtedly we would make mistakes and that people would
come to harm despite our best efforts to balance the needs of all of our
patient groups, Covid and non-Covid This concept does not sit
comfortably with a group of people bound by the Hippocratic Oath, the
first principle of which is to do no harm.
As we emerge from the second surge, which was far more difficult than
the first, I do not yet know what the impact on either our patients or NHS
staff will be. We have seen a solidarity and commitment like no other, it
makes me proud to be part of the NHS. We are lucky as we have kept our
jobs and livelihoods but I am uncertain whether that will get all of us
through. I have seen strong senior professionals with classic signs of
PTSD, some have already left the profession already, others have
developed anxiety disorders. Meanwhile it is time to recover the waiting
time position for our patients and get the NHS back where we need it –
many think they can’t do it, but we know that we will all try.
It is not all gloomy, there is light ahead. A vaccine programme is rolling
out rapidly and will help us to get back to a new normal way of living,
quite what that new normal will look like is yet to become clear. There is
a huge backlog of patients to clear.
Dr. Jane Evans, Consultant in Acute & Respiratory Medicine,
Divisional Chair for Medicine and Cardiovascular Sciences
St George’s Hospital
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A Puppy in Lockdown
While lockdown has been, in the most, a difficult period in our lives, there
have been a number of positives to come out of the Covid period for us,
with one of the biggest being the addition of our dog, Buddy, to the family.
Since moving to the Chart, our plan had always been to get a dog. But who
will take the dog out? Will it be fair to have a dog if neither of us are at
home during the day? When will we be able to train a puppy? It never
seemed to be the right time – until now. So, with the decision made, we
joined the thousands of others thinking along the same lines and took our
time to find the right puppy.
We brought Buddy home in the middle of October and it definitely took a
few weeks for him, and us, to acclimatise to the “new normal”. With two
young kids, we thought we’d have no problems with a puppy but it’s fair
to say we were caught slightly off guard with just how similar it was to
having a new born! However, seeing the fun and games the children have
with him and his endless excitement when he sees us, it’s difficult to
imagine a time now when he wasn’t with us.
18

We all needed to be patient until Buddy was ready to go out for walks,
and after a little hesitancy at first, he is now waiting by the door twice a
day when he knows it is walk time. And how spoilt we are with the
walks on the Chart! It’s difficult to think of a nicer way to start the day
and there are no excuses, not even when it is cold and wet or even
snowing, which he loved! Now with spring around the corner, he is
chasing birds and squirrels while being put in his place by the cows and
sheep.
Without doubt, one of the highlights of having Buddy has been the
number of lovely people we have now met on the Chart. Is there ever a
better excuse to stop and talk to someone?! Admittedly, we now tend to
know people by the name of their dog and not their name, but it has been
so nice getting to know our neighbours and picking up tips from people.
We’ve learned how important socialisation is for dogs (and ourselves at
the moment!) and luckily Buddy is proving very sociable!
Buddy is now six months old, a huge amount of fun and like most
puppies, mischievous. He is so happy to see us every morning and the
welcomes we get when we get home are unconditional and full of love.
We are out and about with him every day so if you see us by the cricket
club or in the woods, please come over and say hi!
Shehan and Tori de Silva

FLINT PHYSIOTHERAPY
Home visiting Physiotherapy
•
•
•
•
•

Treatment & management of joint pain
Falls prevention programmes
Improving mobility, balance & strength
Enabling independence following illness or hospital
admission
Rehabilitation following joint replacement surgery

www.flintphysiotherapy.co.uk rebecca@flintphysiotherapy.co.uk
01342 523449 / 07572 107064
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An Easter Wine Pilgrimage
Positive news
is
that
hospitality
venues can
open outdoors
from 12 April
and indoors
from 17 May
(maybe)! We
still can’t travel
anywhere right
now so I have
planned a
virtual journey
through several
winegrowing
areas, starting
in our own.
From
St
Andrew’s via
Moorhouse
Lane, turn right
at the end of
Clackett’s Lane and a few hundred yards later, you are at the Squerryes
vineyards on Pilgrim’s Way. Here, we start our virtual ‘pilgrimage’ on
the Camino de Santiago de Compostela.
Squerryes English Sparkling Wine wins prizes and really is very
good. According to Laura Evans MW, "The wine has a fresh nose of
ripe white peaches, honeysuckle and pink grapefruit with underlying
creaminess. It is full and round with concentrated orchard fruit flavours
and a crisp bite of green apple and citrus…" The 2015 vintage is £32
from the Squerryes winery on Beggar’s Lane, or £27 if you join their
Club.
It’s 1,200 miles to Santiago and so, with a brief detour to Chapel Down
winery we’re heading for France – no quarantine for us! At this time of
20

year, Chapel Down’s Bacchus comes into its own: ‘Fresh, aromatic and
fragrant, with fruit aromas of melon, papaya and nettle, and tasting notes
of citrus and tropical fruit, this wine is a great alternative for lovers of
Marlborough Sauvignon Blancs’ says their winemaker, and I agree. It’s
not cheap at £14 a bottle from the winery, but you can find its little sister,
‘Flint Dry’ on offer at Waitrose for £10.49 at the time of writing.
Over in France the pilgrims by-passed the fleshpots of Paris and headed to
Tours on the Loire, the home of the Sauvignon Blanc grape. Recent
warmer vintages have led to better ripeness. While you could splash out
on some Sancerre you could be happy with generic Touraine Sauvignon.
I enjoyed Waitrose’s refreshing lemony, grassy own label at just £7.99.
Onwards through Bordeaux it’s possible to spend a fortune on Grand Cru
Classés, or find a snip from the pool of simple AC Bordeaux wines – like
‘Good Ordinary Claret’, amazing value at just £5.49 from Waitrose.
Global warming and better wine making has turned the old thin and acidic
AC Bordeaux wines into this soft textured claret with well-balanced
blackcurrant and tannins.
Crossing into Spain we take the Camino high road into Navarra, home to
many Tempranillo based reds as across all north-west Spain. Waitrose has
Castillo de Olite Navarra 2015 with Garnacha and Graciano in the
blend. Its red fruit nose with some smoke and spice leads to a wellrounded wine that opens up in the glass. At £8.99 it’s reasonable value.
When on offer at £6.49 it’s a steal.
Onwards to Rioja where the wines benefitted from the arrival of many
Bordelaise in the 19th Century after their own vineyards were devastated
by Phylloxera. There are sometimes too many Riojas on the shelves as
they crowd out the other great wines from Spain. Many Riojas are
aggressively and even astringently oaky but I found a bargain in
Morrison’s ‘The Best’ range – the Marqués de Los Rios Rioja Reserva
2015 at just £7.00. It integrates the oak well with the fruit and a nice hint
of spice.
Until the owners of Marqués de Riscal from Rioja got involved, Rueda
made sherry type wines used as Communion wine. Now Rueda is bone
dry, zesty and aromatic, another of those wines that ‘if you like sauvignon
blanc you’ll like this’. Morrison’s ‘The Best’ Canto Real 2019 Rueda is
good value at £5.50 but lacks the Verdejo grape’s aromas and refreshing
21

acidity. For that, you’ll have to go to Majestic for the Marqués de Riscal
2019 Rueda, £8.99 and so much better.
There are many more red wines in North West Spain like Bierzo, Toro and
best of all, Ribera del Duero but now the Camino is heading for Galicia.
Sea food dominates here and so do aromatic whites like Albariño. Most
supermarkets now have at least one - dry, aromatic and refreshing. At
Waitrose, you could pay £11.99 for Viña Lareira Albariño 2019, with its
emphasis on stone and tropical fruit, but their own label Viña Taboexa is
no slouch at £8.79 and with a bit more fresh acidity.
So here we are in Santiago de Compostela, enjoying a glass of wine in the
square outside the magnificent cathedral. It’s a sunny day and we may
stay on for lunch – seafood and Albariño? It may be in our dreams, but
thanks to the vaccines who knows? We have a lot to be grateful for.
Colin Hall

Tel No.
01883 722283

Custom Interiors

Handmade curtains and blinds to
the highest quality finish
Designer cushions and throws to
compliment and lift your existing
scheme
Help with your fabric selection and
a full interior design service to
give you the look you’ll love
Full decorating service
Full and part project management
for house renovations, extensions
and room updates
Full and part

by

Morag
Tel No.
01883
722283
Mobile
0777 394
0422
www.mora
ginteriors.
co.uk

Chardleigh Cottage, Paines Hill, Limpsfield, Surrey RH8 0RG
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PENTLAND PROPERTIES
All building works, including:
Extensions
Refurbishment
Oraganeries
Loft Conversions
Landscaping
References from satis ed customers available
5 Broadlands Drive, Warlingham, CR6 5HX
01883 819 617/07958590 426

Cameron
Building and Landscaping Services Ltd
All aspects of general building / landscaping undertaken including:
kitchens ▪ bathrooms ▪ plumbing ▪ tiling ▪ joinery
▪ plastering ▪ flooring ▪ patios ▪ driveways ▪
brickwork ▪ fencing ▪ turfing ▪ paving ▪ property
maintenance ▪ renovation ▪ and much more.

Registered and fully Insured ~ Tidy, friendly and reliable service
Free quotations and advice ~ Portfolio and references available

07855 894426 / 01883 715856
www.cameronservices.co.uk

fi
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SERIOUS ABOUT SPORT: GREAT FOR FAMILIES & FRIENDS

• 15 Tennis Courts (7 Floodlit) & 5 Mini Tennis Court & Wall.
• 6 Squash & Racketball Courts (Heated & Cooled).
• Badminton Hall & separate Sports Hall for Table Tennis.
• Gym with the latest machine with ‘Virtual Reality’ programmes.
• Comprehensive Professional Coaching for all sports.
• Adults & Juniors welcome at competitive rates.
• Newly Refurbished Bar & Changing Rooms.
Web: www.limpsfieldtennis.co.uk Email: manager@limpsfieldtennis.co.uk
Limpsfield LTC Detillens Lane, Limpsfield, Surrey RH8 0DH

Tel. 01883 714079

Gu ers
Cleaned
Unblocked
Repaired
References available
Call John Mully
Te: 01883 716245
Mob: 07711747640

tt
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FREE
THOROUGHBRED
HORSE MANURE
with virtually no straw,
sawdust or shavings etc.
Collect from Limpsfield
Chart, by wheel barrow or
trailer, and take it home. It’s
the best food available for
your garden!

0777178 4322
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Sea Eagles over the Chart?
Seems unlikely doesn’t it? On the other hand, may be not. For one was
reported recently on the cricket pitch or thereabouts. As doubtless many
readers know, Sea Eagles have been successfully reintroduced to Britain
and have spread quite widely in Scotland, notably along the north-west
coast and on the Hebrides (they are credited with being such an attraction
on the island of Mull that the economic benefit to the local economy is
measured in millions of pounds annually!). The success in Scotland, their
final stronghold, where it had last bred in 1916 and where the last
recorded bird was shot in 1918, has prompted efforts to make further
reintroductions elsewhere. As a result, the spotlight is now on the Isle of
Wight where the first releases of juvenile birds from Norway were made
in 2019. Once the young eagles are released they first explore their
immediate surroundings and then begin to roam more widely, resulting in
surprising appearances in, or more often over, areas well away from the
release site and frequently seemingly unsuitable for them. So if one did
indeed settle on the cricket pitch, that is perhaps not beyond the realms of
possibility. They do not attain breeding condition until about five years of
age, but before they become fully mature, survivors gradually return to the
broad area of their release and with luck, some will breed successfully.
Their preferred habitat in Britain is the coast where they can hunt and feed
on fish, their principal food, though they feed extensively on carrion when
available. Elsewhere in Europe, they favour equally rugged cliff-bound
26

GREAT
SAVINGS
IN-STORE
TODAY

LOOKING FOR A NEW APPLIANCE

THIS AUTUMN
YOUR LOCAL ELECTRICAL EXPERT IS HERE TO HELP

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE ● SUPER SERVICE ● COMPETITIVE PRICES ● PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
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coasts (from where they were finally exterminated from Britain), lowland
coasts and extensive lakes (as for instance along the southern Baltic coasts).
By any standards, Sea Eagles are enormous birds, with wings even larger
than a Golden Eagle’s so that they resemble vultures. Adults are extremely
smart, with white tail and head contrasting sharply with essentially dark
brown wings and body. Their appearance is very similar to the closely related
Bald Eagle which is widespread in North America (there are other similar and
closely related species in Africa, Asia and Australia). Juveniles, by contrast,
are entirely dark brown and they moult only slowly into adult plumage which
they attain at four to five years of age.
Because of their size and
correspondingly large feathers, they often appear when perched surprisingly
unkempt (as do vultures) with their outsize feathers seemingly never lying
really flat.
The first attempted reintroduction in Britain was in 1968, but was
unsuccessful and no further attempts were made until 1975, when several not
yet flying young from Norway were introduced in the Hebrides, with further
introductions over the next decade there, and ultimately, on the Scottish
mainland.
While those on the western isles and adjoining mainland
prospered, those on the east coast suffered considerable persecution, many
young being shot or poisoned as soon as they began to fly. The much more
successful west coast introductions have led to the establishment of a
sustainable population and they are now a familiar sight in the Hebrides and
along the NW coast of Scotland. The initial roaming of the juveniles in their
first three or four years or so of maturity can be extensive (including from
time to time to East Anglia, though those are almost certainly from the
Continent), but their tendency to return ultimately to the area where they
fledged results in a rather slow geographical spread. That has led to calls for
re-introduction attempts to be made elsewhere, hence the recent Isle of Wight
initiative. There have been repeated calls for reintroductions in East Anglia,
but local opposition of farmers, who fear for their lambs (though the eagles
rarely if ever attack a live mammal, preferring carrion) has so far apparently
prevented this.
The success of the Sea Eagle initiative has encouraged attempts to
reintroduce other species, of which the first was the Red Kite which is
perhaps the best known reintroduction in Britain. It is now a familiar bird in
our area, breeding on the Downs, resulting in sightings not just in the
countryside, but over built up areas (Oxted and Hurst Green for instance) and
prompts the question of why it has re-established so successfully and rapidly,
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compared to the Sea Eagle. It should be noted that in fact, the Red Kite
never actually became extinct in Britain. A relict population persisted in
central Wales, but for reasons unexplained, it never spread. The most
important factors, so far as the reintroductions are concerned, are that the
Kite is essentially a bird of the wider countryside so it has a far greater
area of potentially suitable habitat available to it than is the case with the
eagles. Neither is it wholly put off by urban environments (there is good
evidence that the kites that once frequented London were of this species).
Importantly there have been many more reintroductions spread over the
whole of Britain and whereas the Sea Eagle takes about five years to
commence breeding, Red Kites will breed in their second or third year.
What then might the future hold? If the Sea Eagle prospers on the Isle of
Wight, may be the occasional sighting of a young bird soaring over the
Chart would not be so extraordinary, but it will take repeat introductions
and many more years before we can reasonably hope for that. Red Kites,
by contrast, look set to continue their now rapid increase. Breeding
almost certainly occurred last year nearer The Chart than on the Downs
and, who knows, we might be favoured by a winter roost in our area (as
many as 70 were reported roosting on the Downs earlier this winter).
Certainly we can quite reasonably be optimistic, a welcome change from
the pessimism engendered by the ever decreasing number and variety of
once common birds that we can now expect to see in our gardens and the
surrounding countryside.
Postscript. As many readers will be aware, there has been a successful
introduction of White Storks at Knepp in Sussex. This is commonly referred to as
a reintroduction. In fact there is no credible evidence that wild White Storks
ever bred in Britain. The only reported previous breeding attempt was in
Scotland, decades ago, attributable to a pair escaping from Edinburgh Zoo.

Peter Oliver

Regions Caesar never knew
Thy posterity shall sway,
Where his eagles never flew,
None invincible as they.
From Boadicea by William Cowper (1731-1800)
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Friends of St Andrew’s Church
We launched ‘Friends of St Andrew’s Limpsfield Chart’, fondly known to
us as FOSTA, in November 2019. Any celebration of its first birthday was
inappropriate in lockdown and everyone’s hopes for Christmas, but now as
spring approaches we can give you news of our cheering progress. We are
immensely grateful for your support; we currently have 35 friends and by
March 2020 had raised £3,995 through a mixture of regular subscriptions
and generous one-off donations.
Since then, we have already promised help with two fabric projects. A
section of the stonework of the tower developed a bulge as a result of water
seepage causing movement in the stonework. It has been temporarily
patched up to protect it through the winter, but when the weather improves,
the Friends will contribute up to £2780, the current estimated cost of the
essential repair. An easier problem to solve was the vestry because it is
indoors. Damage caused by damp and water seepage has already been dealt
with and the area re-decorated; the Friends have contributed the £250 not
covered by the insurance.
At the end of 2020, we had £1575 unallocated. We have no doubt that the
PCC will be liaising with us again in the near future. The stormy, wet and
occasional incredibly cold weather of the last two winters will probably
have had an adverse effect somewhere on the fabric. The full extent of the
impact will not be known until the next quinquennial inspection which is
expected in May of this year.
Meanwhile we are looking forward to celebrating the 125th birthday of St
Andrew’s Church this summer. We hope the festivities will be enjoyed by
the whole community, with more wishing to become Friends to ensure that
the church we all love will remain a local landmark. In the meantime, we
would greatly appreciate any donations you feel able to give. Please contact
Robert O’Donovan on 07792 014917. We look forward to seeing you soon.
Eileen Perryer, Robert O'Donovan and Clare Carr-Locke.
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Priest’s Letter
Dear friends on the Chart,
In political and economic circles in the 1400’s, European capitals were
buzzing with speculation over the question of a sea route to India. Was there a
way to the rich land of spices and perfumes around the southern tip of Africa?
Many believed there was – nobody knew for sure. All attempts at surrounding
the Cape had failed. So much so that the treacherous headland was known as
the Cape of Storms! (My son, Max, and I know; we swam off it, and were
nearly swept out to sea! It’s where the mighty Atlantic and Indian Oceans
swirl around each other). Thousands were shipwrecked there. But in 1497 one
determined sailor tried again. Vasco da Gama succeeded in rounding the Cape,
and reaching the East and back. Ever since his return to Lisbon it’s been
impossible to doubt that a way to the East exists around the bottom of Africa.
Even the name of that perilous cape was changed – now it’s the Cape of Good
Hope!
We’ve all been longing for assurance that perhaps, just maybe, we’ve rounded
the cape covid storm, and there’s a way back to a ‘new normal’, even if not the
same old one. The Prime Minister has announced what we all hope will be
(not a sea-route!) but a ‘road map’. And we’re exploring plans to celebrate in
September, a return to freedom, coinciding with the Chart Fair, and the 125th
anniversary celebration of the consecration of St Andrew’s in 1896. Of all this
there will be further announcement as soon as we can confirm the details.
Personally, we have had to weather storms of our own over this last year – 23rd
March is the anniversary of the first lockdown, since when some of us have
suffered illness, loneliness, and even the ultimate tragedies of loss. But is there
any hope? The enigma of life and death is rather like that Cape of Storms,
littered with wrecks – nothing but speculation to go on about any life beyond
this. No-one had been back to tell us. But if the Christian claim is true, that
One has died and rose again, then he successfully rounded that cape and
returned. The resurrection, if true, has turned it into the Cape of Good Hope,
opening up for us the way to a new and rich land. And if he has successfully
navigated that cape and returned, he is the one uniquely qualified to be our
pilot. It’s a claim at least worth investigating! Whether exploring in our homes
and families, in our community, in a national path this Spring, or in our church
services, it’s a time to look for signs of sure hope.
With every good wish, Paul
St Andrew’s House, 01883 412454
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The Rise of the Weed
There was a time when so many of our native wildflowers would have
been labelled 'weeds' and waged war upon. We've all heard the
expression 'a weed is a plant out of place'. Plants are opportunistic. If
the conditions are favourable, in they move: dandelions and daisies for
example. 'Weeds' thrived in 2020. Partly due to Councils having to
change their priorities and not mowing verges except where visibility
was crucial. Also, furloughed gardeners discovering these flowers and
loving them rather than pulling them up or spraying them with
weedkiller, because they are noticing the benefits of this diversity,
ladybirds, bees, butterflies, moths, birds. Endless posts about the
wildlife and insects people are noticing in their gardens because they
have time on their hands and how wonderful is that? If you have not
already discovered the joys of wildflowers what, apart from simply
tolerating them, can you do to encourage them?
If you don't do anything, they just appear. Lawns for example:
Margaret's garden used to have a lawn that Dad was proud to put stripes
on when he mowed it. Then one day, his youngest daughter, fresh from
horticultural college, decided it would be nice to have crocus and
snowdrops in this lawn in spring (perhaps inspired by the Spring Fair
at the RHS Halls in February). We started with snowdrops and species
crocus, and over the years have increased and expanded the range. This
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lawn is now a sea of miniature daffodils, crocus, irises, finishing with
snakeshead fritillaria. There are also cowslips.
The result of this,
completely unforeseen by me, I must confess, was that other flowers
(weeds?) appeared in the lawn because we weren't mowing it religiously.
Normally, the lawn would have been mowed from March onwards. Now,
as these fade, and my brother is constantly restrained from mowing it (he is
his father's son!) “No! It’s a far cry from the neat stripey lawn which is
what you would expect to see before a front door!” There are huffs of
barely contained disgust at this state of affairs, and I'm sure Dad looking
on with resigned acceptance. Then the Ox Eye Daisy leaps into action and
now completely carpets this area. They grow about 2ft high and are
stunning. Take your mower elsewhere! said I. Tell me they don't look
fantastic? I don't doubt that 'old hands' will look on in horror still, and
crave that perfect sward of green with neatly cut edges, which has its place
somewhere, just not here.
Wild areas have their place, concealed by hedges or walls, or where there
is an orchard. No matter. Leucanthemum vulgare is welcomed here.
Once the daisy has done its thing, and it does somewhat frustrate my
brother’s patience, the flag is waved and the roar of the mower order is
once again restored. It is never a neat and crisp lawn, I'm afraid.
Sometimes I even regret my surge of enthusiasm for spring bulbs. Not for
long, though.
We've endured a wet autumn/winter, and then a burst of bitter chill in
February, similar to that endured in 2018. Part of me is relieved when we
still get below freezing temperatures. Winter dormancy used to be a more
reliable occurrence, ensuring our native trees and shrubs got a proper rest
and insects were checked in their multiplication.
Things are more
confusing these days and plants cannot reverse growth when conditions
suddenly change. It seems odd to be mowing in December.
It is definitely not good news for roses to be suffering with aphids in
winter. The only thing to do is go with the flow. This spring, more of us
will be growing food from seed or small plants. This is good news.
Nurturing young plants to cropping stage is elemental and usually
rewarding. Watching how nature copes is one of the enduring pleasures of
human life.
Keep well and look to your garden for the answers!
Emily Tawse
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National Trust Task Force Update
It seems hard to believe that the National Trust Task Force stopped work on
the common on 12th March 2020 when lockdown came. We were working in
Happy Valley at the time and it now seems a distant memory. The team has
been confined to barracks since then and unable to work on the common due
to Covid restrictions.
As well as missing working together as a team, managing the Limpsfield
woodlands, we have also had to forego our end of morning social get
together in the Carpenter’s Arms as this also had to close. Later in the
summer when rules were relaxed, and the Carpenter’s re-opened, we were
able to have a Task Force reunion at lunchtime. The sun shone and we sat in
small groups in the open air and for a short period of time things seemed
quite normal as we re-acquainted ourselves with our fellow volunteers.
Thanks must go the Carpenter’s for looking after us so well and putting up
with our sometimes noisy banter.
In recent weeks you may have noticed coloured dots appearing on trees. The
National Trust has been undertaking tree surveys on the common to identify
trees suffering from ash dieback. Many of you may also have seen
contractors felling trees on the common in recent days. Ash dieback has
been identified as an essential task and, following discussions with the NT
rangers, it has been possible for a small team from the Task Force volunteers
to work on a section of ash on the North Downs along the North Downs Way.
So far we have been working on the Downs for six weeks under strict rules
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of social distancing and sanitising of tools etc. We are making very good
progress although there is a considerable amount of work left to do. It is
good to be back in some shape and form in a small group although we
miss not having the whole team together again.
In some places the common is looking uncared for as we have not been
able to work. There are trees across paths and some gullies need digging
out. But we will return and these tasks will be completed. One group of
volunteers who are still working are the guardians. These include Task
Force volunteers who have adopted various roads across the common
and who make regular visits to pick up litter. They wear high vis jackets,
carry litter pickers and bags. If you do see them please say hello and
appreciate the work they do as litter continues to be a problem on our
local roads and paths.
Needless to say, the Task Force are keen to return as soon as it is safe to
do so. We enjoy working on this beautiful common and the interaction
that we have with each other, and of course the local community.
Martin Edser, Task Force Leader
With Day’s you’re
in safe hands
all the way.
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Under new management and now linked with the
Wheatsheaf at Bough Beech, the staff at the Carpenters
Arms offer you a warm welcome to our newly redecorated
pub and restaurant. We have a new menu too and as
always walkers (with or without dogs) are very welcome
as well as our loyal locals and lovely passers by
During lockdown, try our takeaway service at the
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Chart Fair and other things
The Prime Minister’s recent announcement of the Government’s “Road
Map” showing the phased reduction of the lockdown restrictions has sent a
message of hope to us all. Coinciding with a spell of warm and sunny
weather, the sudden flowering of Spring flowers and a revival of bird song
reinforced the feeling that freedom is in sight! For all of us, Midsummer
Day, 21st June, has become an important milestone…. Many of us are
now starting to plan ways of celebrating a return of something like
“normality”. One local example: Members of the Chart Fair Planning
Group are starting to explore the feasibility of holding the Fair probably in
early September.
Individually, most of us are looking forward to
opportunities to meet, stay overnight or holiday with friends and family
members we have not seen for over a year. We believe that coming
together in our local Community Fair would be an excellent way of
celebrating a return to spontaneity and freedom. Planning is at an early
stage but will have a mix of stalls, games and competitions for children
and adults, a Prize draw and live music. One change we are considering is
holding the Fair on a Sunday, from 12.30 to 3.30pm, hoping that this will
encourage more families to participate.
Many other organisations may have similar ideas. St Andrew’s Church is
planning to celebrate its 125th Anniversary this year! We are thinking about
including the Chart Fair in a programme of varied events taking place in
the late summer. Ideas floated so far include a Musical Concert, perhaps an
exhibition by local artists, a Flower festival, a Cricket Match, a Supper in
the Church Hall, as well as a Service of Celebration at the Church.
Hopefully, one of the signs of normality will be the sound of St Andrew’s
Church Bells, if the Vicar is able to successfully re-build the Bell-Ringing
Team! We would welcome ideas on what kind of events you would like to
see being included in the programme of events, as well as offers to help
organise and run them. And the Chart Fair Planning Group always
welcomes ideas and offers of help on the day! Please do get in contact.
We expect to provide more details about the 2021 Chart Celebrations in
the Summer issue of the Chart News.
Diana Davy, Chart Fair diana.green-davy@icloud.com
Rev Paul Perkin, paulperkin6@gmail.com
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Comfort Food
The esteemed editors have invited me to write about Comfort Food for our
wonderful Chart News and who knew it would cause so much dissent in our
household? There is so much comfort food in British fare, it is difficult to
know where to start and therein lay the problem. Obviously everyone has
their own preferences, which I accept, but my suggestion of freshly baked
bread and homemade butter was ridiculed by my family! A heated discussion
followed with thoughts of fish pie, treacle tart with clouds of whipped cream,
mashed potatoes with lots of butter and cream, cottage pie with a crispy top,
old fashioned prawn cocktail, syrup pudding in a lake of Golden Syrup, lemon
meringue pie and, of course, a first class roast chicken from a butcher, not a
water impregnated pale number from a supermarket. Then there is Toad in the
Hole with onion gravy, cauliflower cheese with a hint of mustard in the sauce,
freshly made scones, steak and kidney pudding (suet pastry obligatory),
toasted marshmallows in front of a fire, a cup of proper hot chocolate,
kedgeree, macaroni cheese with a touch of truffle oil and finally bread and
butter pudding made with brioche and marmalade, delicious at this time of
year. However, the general consensus was to plump for apple crumble with or
without custard and cream. We consumed both just recently! As with all
great recipes, this one for crumble is simple and originates from my Canadian
grandmother. No added nuts or oats, no raisins or mixed peel, just soft brown
sugar, butter and flour. The addition of cinnamon or nutmeg is welcome and I
do include a spice here. I use Bramley apples. If a sweeter apple is to hand,
then omit adding the sugar to the apples before sprinkling on the topping. I
have gone off piste and used up Christmas mincemeat in the apples before
now and it works, giving a festive feel to the crumble. Obviously, the crumble
bit works with all fruit, particularly apricots or strawberries. So here it is:
4 Bramley Apples, peeled and sliced 150g Soft Brown Sugar, 100g Plain flour,
115g Butter (I use salted, it adds an edge), Sprinkle of Cinnamon.
Blend the sugar, flour and butter together until crumbly. This can be done by hand or
in food processor, a job of seconds! Set aside. Peel and slice the apples and place in
a bowl. Sprinkle some extra brown sugar and a touch of cinnamon in the apples and
toss, coating the slices. If preferred, use nutmeg or mixed spice. Place the coated
apples in an oven proof dish, not too deep, and then add the crumble topping.Now put
the crumble into a preheated oven, roughly 180C, and bake for approximately 30 to
40 minutes. The apples should be slightly soft when pierced with a knife and the
topping golden and a touch crunchy. Add double cream or custard to keep it simple
OR …. whip some cream with a little caster sugar and a hint of calvados if you want a
fancier touch.

Now that is Comfort Food in our household, but other folk may differ.
Cathy Wardlaw
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Lockdown Christmas
Here is a poem which we should have run in the last issue, but it was
squeezed out because of space. It’s too good to wait until December.
King Herod has decreed that Bethlehem is in tier three
So Joseph, though he’d booked through Air B&B, BC,
Reached Bethlehem and found that all the hotels there were shut
But round the back of one old inn he found a little hut –
Inside, between an ox and ass, he makes a bed for Mary
It’s dark, and smells, and Joseph finds the whole thing pretty scary.
But somehow, in the dark, with this young girl who’s not his wife
He helps her bring into the world a tiny brand new life.
A little boy, with round his head a ring of golden light –
So Joseph says to Mary “Are you sure that he’s all right?”
Out on the hills, the shepherds saw a light shine in the gloom –
Type
enter text
An angel on
theirtolaptop
screen inviting them to zoom.
The angel spoke – but not a single sound the shepherds heard
They shouted out “Unmute yourself – we cannot hear a word.”
The angel pressed the unmute key and said these words to them
“Go now and see the baby that’s been born in Bethlehem
He’s come to save the world and you must go and give him greeting”
“Hang on” the shepherds said – but the angel pressed ‘leave meeting’.
So in a hut in Bethlehem the shepherds came to call
They tried to social distance, but the hut was very small.
They said “The angel sent us – I think that was the task –
But her voice was rather muffled by the visor and the mask.
We would have brought a baby lamb to give you as a gift
But the sheep are all in flockdown and they’re not allowed to shift.
So we’ve sanitised this fleece as a small present for the child”
And they gave it to the baby, who looked at them and smiled.
And round his head a golden halo shone, as bright as day,
And Joseph said to Mary “Are you sure that he’s okay?”
Just then, three richly dressed old men walked in through the door
They all gave Joseph elbow-bumps and sat down on the floor.
They said “We are the three wise men – no three wise men are
wiser
Which is why we’re wearing masks and using Pfizer sanitiser.
We’re three kings from the Orient – that’s where the virus started
So we’re not allowed to bring things, which makes us brokenhearted.
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We’d packed some Frankincense and Myrrh – some Gold too – but
somehow
They all got taken from us – they’ll be on e-bay by now.
Then Joseph lost his temper – he had not slept for a week –
And said “You just barge in here – by God you’ve got a cheek!”
The kings said “Herod said – and as you know he’s pretty strict –
We had to come. We’re sorry that the presents all got nicked.
We’ll go now – we won’t tell him. It doesn’t quite seem right.”
And again the baby smiled as they rode off into the night.
Then Mary turned to Joseph and looked into his eyes
And said “I understand – I know all this is a surprise”
And Joseph said to Mary “Are you sure the baby’s fine –
That halo thing.?” And Mary said “He’s good – no – he’s divine!”
I know this epidemic thing has caused you lots of stress
And all the world is terrified – the whole thing is a mess –
Then I look at our baby, and I know what he is for –
I think this tiny little baby is meant to be the cure.

Climbing Snowdon on Christmas Day
And though Mary believed that – believed with all her heart –
Just to be safe, please wash your hands, and stay six feet apart.
Richard Stilgoe

Home-Sweet-Home Catsitting
www.catsittingoxted.co.uk

Reasonable rates
1x or 2x visits per day available
References supplied
Fully insured
Cats/rabbits/guinea pigs happily cared for in their own homes
Well established locally for nearly 20 years

01883 724770 or 0777 316 5081
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Other People’s Rubbish
It’s odd how the drinks can is ours while
we sip its contents but the moment it’s
empty we want someone else to take care
of it. Even Jeremy Paxman, Patron of
Clean Up Britain, and not usually short of
an answer to a tricky question, confesses
that however hard he thinks about it, he
can’t understand this mind set.
Rubbish? Refuse? Litter? If you like some
transatlantic influence, then you perhaps call it something else. Trash?
Garbage? And another thing that’s odd. We relish these turns of phrase in
everyday parlance. ‘Don’t talk rubbish.’ ‘They’ve trashed the house.’ ‘Never
heard such utter garbage.’ But when it comes to dealing with the material
version, we prefer to drop to the ground the Red Bull or the Heineken can, or
the wrapping from the fatty, and fattening, fast food. Or the flying drop, car
window down, on poor old Kent Hatch Road, hurling out the remnants of the
take-away meal with that curious dome-topped drinks cup following in its
wake.
In the UK LitterCam software will soon be scanning video footage to spot the
casual litterers and the deliberate fly-tippers. If it gets your vehicle registration
too, then bingo. Big financial penalty. Shame on you. And oh joy if it gets the
big fly-tippers. We all hate you.
As it is early days for LitterCam, may I introduce you to the Guardians of
Limpsfield Common instead, organised by Peter Beard? We are the warm,
human version and love helping to keep our place looking good. Suitably
equipped with litter-picking sticks and stout gloves, we set out on a monthly
basis to clear our designated patches. There are 27 Guardians in total, and I am
very lucky to have as my ‘patch’ the whole triangle in front of our lovely pub,
while my husband, Chris, has long been the Guardian for beautiful Caxton
Lane.
There are lovely moments. The driver at the top of the road leading down to
The High shouting ‘Thank you’ before heading down towards her home. The
Cycling Man in Lycra who called out ‘Great job!’ as he shot past on his smart
bike. And, of course, the friendly dog-walkers, child-walkers track bikers and
horse riders with whom to pass the time of day. That’s one of the main reasons
for doing it: it’s what I call ‘a sense of parish’, which would be nicer without
picking up other people’s rubbish.
Deborah Langton
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THE WOODHOUSE CENTRE
Registered Charity No. 262608
www.thewoodhousecentre.org.uk
OPPOSITE TANDRIDGE LEISURE POOL
CAKES - COLLECTABLES - JEWELLERY - GIFTS – RAFFLE BOOKS - FANCY GOODS
TEA AND COFFEE
We are well known by many customers for skilled work in the caning of chairs,
upholstery and seagrassing. We also carry out a variety of repairs as well as
being very handy with a needle and thread. Our Men-in-Sheds club is ideal if
you want to make new friends whilst participating in a spot of woodwork. The
Centre is open Monday to Thursday inclusive from 9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. with
breaks for Easter, Summer and Christmas. We are delighted to have visitors and
we are always looking for new members, young and old alike. Why not come
and see what we have to offer – if transport is a problem call our Manager below
and we will try to help.

An easy Christmas walk
Mrs. Dee Graham (01883 715189)

M &M WALKER
PAINTING & DECORATING
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE SERVICES
CEILING & ROOFING CONTRACTORS
ARTEXING & PLASTERING
PLUMBING ●

HEATING

CARPENTRY & JOINERY
Tel 01732 863155
Mobs 077 742 186 84
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079 004 207 15

Mike Grantham 1935-2021
Mike, Pam and their three daughters arrived on the Chart in 1971, where
their cottage has been a bubble of activity ever since.
All Mike’s business career was with the de Beer’s diamond company
and was brilliantly successful. Shortly after returning to England from
South Africa he became Sales Director and was responsible for building
the hugely important new diamond markets in India and Israel. His
knowledge of the diamond trade, his honesty, his down to earthiness,
made him friends with the miners in South Africa, the merchants of
Mumbai and Tel Aviv, and the diamond craftsmen of Antwerp.
Mike’s love of cricket played a big part in his life (everyone on the
Chart must have seen his MCC number plate!). His business meetings
often just happened to coincide with Test Matches. In Mumbai he
joined the young cricketers at the Cricket Club of India, and in Antwerp
he helped to set up the Antwerp Indian Cricket matches played every
summer. When he retired cricket and rugby were always on the TV.
At home Mike loved his garden, and the fields and woods of the Chart.
Then Mike and Pam added a house in Provence to their work list,
followed later by an apartment in Cannes. Nevertheless he was always
willing to help out locally. His views on most subjects were made
crystal clear!
RNM
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Does your local estate
agent do all of this?

We include the BEST

0.89% (+Vat)

Nothing to pay until the

professional photography

Standard fee

sale completes

Open 8am-8pm

We advertise on 35+ websites

We accompany

7 days a week

including Rightmove, Prime

EVERY viewing

Location & Zoopla

Offices in Oxted, Sevenoaks & Tunbridge Wells + our hub in Edenbridge
(We cover large areas, if you are unsure if we cover you please call us)

Do NOT instruct an estate agent until you have spoken to Platform Property!

We offer £120 to anyone recommending us a property to sell
keep this flyer and give to anyone you know looking to move – there are no limit of vouchers available!

OXTED & CATERHAM

SEVENOAKS

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

01883 460373

01732 617212

01892 300945

platformproperty.co.uk

enquiries@platformproperty.co.uk
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A Swan’s Marital Arrangement
Walking provides opportunities to view nature up close and occasionally
the odd occurrence. Imagine the surprise of a small group of walkers who
came across a man attempting to shepherd a swan along a footpath. On
enquiry the ‘swan herd’ explained that the swan was a female (pen) and
had lived with her partner (cob) on a nearby lake for a number of years. In
recent times the couple had begun to argue and the pen reacted by walking
out. She would set off at a significant swan walking/waddling pace. She
uses the same route to leave the lake every time and chooses not to fly. It
seems, having made her point, she reinforces it by reluctantly returning to
the lake guided by the kindly man. Harmony is restored in the short term
until the next lovers tiff followed by another swan walk. Perhaps we are
not the only species that find a walk can help us to manage problems as
well as providing physical fitness and pleasure?
Stephen Hanks

alex jones

funeral directors & monumental masons
Renowned Caring Service
Offering Day & Night Attention
Home Visits Available
Pre-paid Funeral Plans

Beautiful Private Chapels of Rest
Monumental Masonry

OXTED 01883 730383
92 Station Road East | Oxted
Surrey | RH8 0QA

LINGFIELD 01342 832534
1 East Grinstead Road | Lingfield
Surrey | RH7 6EP

EDENBRIDGE 01732 860047

FOREST ROW 01342 822399
1 Ashdown Court | Lewes Road | Forest Row
East Sussex | RH18 5EZ

29-31 High Street | Edenbridge
Kent | TN8 5AD

A TOTALLY INDEPENDENT FAMILY CONCERN
www.alexjonesfuneraldirectors.co.uk
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LANGDALE
LANDSCAPES
Ltd
Specialising in
Professional Garden Design & Construction
www.langdalelandscapes.co.uk
01732 700199
Company Reg No. 4151818
V.A.T Reg. No. 724747126

PLATINUM PLUMBING
Your friendly and reliable local plumber
- From dripping taps to complete bathrooms
- Free estimates
- City & Guilds qualified
- Fully insured
- DIY jobs rescued
- No call out charge
- Clean & tidy work

Andrew Barter B.Sc.
01959 562784 07891 782727
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Swimming Pool Care Service.

Swimming pool problems?
Call Phil: 0794 731 3355

hillssparklingpools@gmail.com
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Your choice
for paint and
wallpaper
and the very best in free advice

Daisy Chain Large from the Layla Faye wallpaper collection

YOUR FIRST PURCHASE

Pick up a Brewers Card in-store
or register for one online

Over 170 stores nationwide. Visit your local branch in Redhill
O P E N TO T H E T R A D E A N D P U B L I C S I N C E 1 9 0 4
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Book Review:
HOUSE OF MUSIC
by Kadiatu Kaneh-Mason
Kadiatu Kaneh-Mason begins her
amazing book with the day her third
child, Sheku, appeared at and won
the BBC Young Musician of the Year
Award in 2016. It’s a heart breaking
and joyful account of what one of
her seven children had achieved and
a pointer to what every other one
would achieve in music. She and her
husband Stuart both took piano
lessons as children and had a
brilliant appreciation of music. Now
their children are reaching untold
heights.
The book goes back to when Kadiatu’s mother, a white woman from
Wales, journeyed to Sierra Leone to marry a black man. And then Kadiatu
first came England with her siblings and the book reveals the obtuse
racism they encountered. Your blood boils to hear how cruel other
children and their parents were then and are still in many places in the
United Kingdom.
Kadiatu and her husband-to-be Stuart met at University when they were 18
and 19, though they didn’t marry for another eleven years. She is a former
lecturer at Birmingham University. Her first daughter, Isata, was ten when
she won a place at the Purcell School of Music. There’s a chapter about
how the family coped with the auditions and the travelling and then with
two years of Isata at the school. And finally with her having to pull out
because the family could no longer afford for her to go there, and because
she was becoming a different child.
All the children go to or went to an obviously wonderful school in
Nottingham which helped them with their music as well as all the other
things they studied, and all won Saturday places at the primary and junior
Royal Academy School of Music. Later they win scholarships to the adult
school. They have won lots of prizes at music festivals and released chart
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topping albums and have played at concert halls around the world.
Kadiatu tells of the brilliant piano and string teachers who helped the
children and reveals that for a time when they could no longer afford
lessons for their younger children and Kadiatu was planning to teach
them, one teacher just did the job for nothing!
Kadiatu tells of the strain of looking after the musical and other needs of
seven gifted children and all the travelling and the expense of
instruments. Sports and walking in the country are a vital part of the
children’s upbringing. The mountains of washing and ironing and
keeping the house going meant getting up at 4.30 or 5.00 and getting to
bed exhausted at midnight. Husband Stuart wears himself thin by
working and travelling to support the brood, but both are usually there
to support the children in their big moments. It’s not the same for
‘nomal’ families, but anyone who has musical children or children
gifted in any other sphere will well understand the difficulties.
Kadiatu had five miscarriages but now has seven gifted children. She
describes the intense atmosphere in the house and the bond between the
children; the way they help and support each other, and compete with
other, and gang up on their parents!
The book tells of Sheku nearly dying from Diabetes and then going on
to play at Harry and Megan’s wedding. Isata has developed a soloist
career on the piano and normally plays as an accompanist to Sheku on
the cello. Braimah plays his violin with an international pop group, as
well as managing a classical solo career. Konya and Jenaba are still
developing their international careers and the two youngest children,
Aminata and Mariatu are learning fast. The whole family go to Antigua
and Barbuda every year to play and encourage young people there to
learn and appreciate classical music. They all played at the royal Variety
Performance in 2019 and have appeared on the TV show Britain’s Got
Talent.
David Wickham
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CONFIDENTIAL
COUNSELLING

R S Geal

CAROL WICKHAM MBACP
Integrative and Bereavement
Counsellor

Painting & Decorating

Anger, Anxiety, Bereavement and
Loss, Depression, Eating Disorders,
low Self-Esteem, Isolation,
Loneliness, Infertility,
Miscarriage, Stress

Interior & Exterior
38 years Experience
Fully Insured

For further information
without commitment
07507 602744

Free Estimates

or via Ingeledale Therapy Centre
01883 717277

Tel: 01883 626802

Email:carol.wickham@btinternet.com
www.carolwickhamcounselling.co.uk

The Chart Interview

Ashley Fosdike

To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life of
our ancestors by the records of history? Cicero 106-43 BC
For those who take an interest in the history of the community in which they
live, a new local champion has come forward. Ashley Fosdike lives on the
border of Limpsfield and Oxted, in a house built over seventy years ago by
her husband’s great-grandfather. Although she was born in Bedfordshire,
Ashley has embraced Limpsfield as her home and now serves the
community as a Parish Councillor. Her entrepreneurial instincts led her to
create a business called ‘The Green Room’ which teaches crafts, while her
own skills in this regard have seen her renovate a doll’s house which was
auctioned in aid of the NHS Together Charity.
Ashley has always had an interest in history and recently completed a BA
(Honours) course in History and Art History at the Open University. As a
councillor she has been involved in the Limpsfield conservation area
assessment and management plan, and, with other Parish Councillors, has
surveyed forty miles of local footpaths, making welcome improvements to
access and use. She is now on the point of launching the ‘Limpsfield Way’, a
four-and-a-half mile circular walk between the Bull and the Carpenter’s
Arms, with history marker posts along the route. This will be the first of
what is hoped to become a network of such heritage trails, highlighting
important houses, the remains of local industry like the brick kilns on the
Chart and even the old workhouse on Wolf’s Row. These will be
supplemented by more than a hundred maps of the area, dating back to 1840,
which Ashley found in the council offices and will make available.
Her interest in local history was stimulated by discovering, in those same
offices, parish records from 1760. They were in a dreadful state from years
of neglect, but Ashley took home the documents and dried them out with a
de-humidifier, taking out twenty-five litres of water from them. They are
now being scientifically preserved by the Surrey History Centre and include
Poor Law records, parish council correspondence from the nineteenth
century, and details of tolls taken on the turnpike road running through
Limpsfield.
This discovery of buried treasure has spurred her to bring together interested
local people in a ‘Limpsfield Heritage Group’ to provide more education and
knowledge about the area. They met virtually for the first time in January to
gather ideas, take stock of what is in existing publications and private hands,
and plan a means by which accumulated knowledge can be preserved and
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disseminated to the wider community. One of her ambitions is to build up
resources to be used by schools and other local groups, and, when able, to
put on exhibitions to continue to inspire new generations about
Limpsfield’s history.
From her work on the conservation area, Ashley is fascinated by the way in
which the village and its buildings have developed over the centuries. Some
of these buildings date back to the 12th century, including the tower of St.
Peter’s Church built around 1180. Old Court Cottage on the Titsey Road
was built about 1200, the administrative hub of the Abbot of Battle as he
presided over his large Manor of Limpsfield. Other important houses have
been added over the centuries, as employment practices changed, society
evolved and then, in the late nineteenth century, the coming of the railway
brought a new influx of people and the spreading of Limpsfield into new
roads like Bluehouse Lane. Local educational provision came with the
National School (now Limpsfield Church of England Infants School)
established in 1873 on Titsey land at the top of Pebble Hill to educate local
children whose education mostly ended here at the age of twelve. The
opportunities for developing more knowledge of local heritage go beyond
the buildings to the famous people who lived in the area, like the socialist
literati who came to live on the Chart in the late nineteenth century, and to
issues like agriculture, land use, and building up a photographic archive.
Ashley’s work as a parish councillor, preserving what is important in the
past while allowing the locality to evolve imaginatively into the future,
dovetails well with her wish to nurture local history and heritage. With the
project still at an early stage, the important first step is to produce an
inventory of source material already in the public domain, but there is also
a need to encourage new initiatives including setting up guided tours and
oral history recording of those whose memories of the area go back the
furthest. If anyone has ideas or material which they can contribute, they
will be warmly welcomed by Ashley whose refreshing readiness to take on
a challenge adds much to our knowledge and interest of our historic
community.
David Walsh
The LHG is asking for anyone who has stories from Limpsfield’s past, or
any kind of historical note they would like to contribute either:
ashley@fosdike.com or deborah.langton@cantab.net
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Fresh local produce, groceries,
newspapers and a warm
welcome!
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8.00 am to 1 pm
Wednesday 8.00 am – 4pm (Post Of ce is shut 1-2pm
Saturday – 8 am to 12.30 p
Sunday – 8 am – 12.00 pm (Post Of ce is closed

Run by the community for the community since 199
Tel: 01883 713306 www.limps eldstores.co.u

Chart News
Chart News is published four times a year, in March, June, September and
December. 600 copies are distributed free of charge to every household on the
Chart, and copies are also available in the Carpenters Arms, the Church, The
Memorial Stores and elsewhere. We are always on the look out for news and
articles. Please email them to mackay717@btinternet.com and
dwickham@indimage.com or ring 01883 723231 or 01883 652113.
Publishing Dates 2021/22
Copy Date
Summer
28th May
Autumn
4th September
Winter
30th November
Spring
16th March 2022

Publishing Date
4th June
19th September
5th December
23rd March 2022

Advertising costs for 4 issues:
Page £110, colour £125; Inside cover £125; Back cover £140; ½ page £60,
colour £70; ¼ page £35. Enquiries to Richard and Sarah Houghton on
01883 713690 or email: sathoughton@aol.com
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Index of Advertisers
Alex Jones
Antique Furniture Restoration
Brewers
Cameron Building
Carpenters Arms
Chartford Trees
Confidential Counselling
Computer Problem
Country Hire and Go
County Blinds & Awnings
Custom Interiors
David Gresham House
Days Garage
Drain Detectives
Electrician (J. Langstaff Ltd)
Envirowell
Euronics
Flint Physiotherapy
Footworks
Green Bean Catering
Green Leaves Fencing
Gutters
Hazelwood School
H20 Plumbing
Hills Sparkling Pools
Home-Sweet-Home Catsitting
Horse Manure
Ingledale Natural Health Centre
Jackson-Stopes
James Millard
Kingsmead Physiotherapy
Knowles Stained Glass Ltd
Langdale Landscapes
Limpsfield Club
Mels Yoga
Memorial Stores
M&M Walker
Oxted Lawn Company
Pentland Properties
Platform Property
Platinum Plumbing
Steven Hawkins Plumbing and Heating
The Building Professional
RS Geal
Titsey Place
Woodhouse Centre
Yogatone
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OXTED, SURREY

HOUSE AND GARDENS OPEN ON SATURDAYS AND
WEDNESDAYS, GARDENS ONLY ON SUNDAYS
Titsey Place, with its stunning garden,
lakes, woodland walks, walled kitchen
garden and park offering panoramic
views, enchants visitors. Enjoy the
fine family portraits, furniture, a
beautiful collection of porcelain and
a marvellous set of four Canaletto
pictures of Venice. After visiting the
mansion house and grounds, why
not relax in our tea room where light
refreshments are available.

Open season: 15th May to 22nd Sept 2021
House and gardens open: 1pm to 5pm every
Wed and Sat. Also end of May and Aug bank
holidays. Guided tours of the house at 1.30,
2.30 and 3.30pm (limited 20 per tour)
Tea rooms open: Wed, Sat, Sun 12.30pm
Gardens only open: Every Sun 1pm to 5pm
NGS open days: 23rd May, 29th June,
18th July, 15th August

Info Line: 07889 052461 www.titsey.org

*Please check the website for changes to opening times due to covid restrictions

